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Knots with many minimal genus Seifert surfaces
Jessica E. Banks
In [6], Roberts proves the following result using sutured Floer homology and
the Seifert form.
Theorem 1 ([6] Theorem 1). For n ∈ N, there is an oriented prime knot Kn
in S3 of genus n that has at least 22n−1 distinct minimal genus Seifert surfaces,
up to ambient isotopy in S3.
We will only consider oriented links. Roberts notes that the knots Kn are
all arborescent and alternating. Minimal genus Seifert surfaces have previously
been classified up to ambient isotopy in the link complement1 for special ar-
borescent links by Sakuma ([7]), and for special alternating links by the author
([1], see also [4]). A link is special arborescent if it is the boundary of a sur-
face given by plumbing annuli in a particular fashion defined by a labelled tree,
where each annulus is embedded in S3 such that the core curve is an unknot and
the annulus is incompressible. On the other hand, a link is special alternating
if it has an alternating diagram D such that every Seifert circle of D bounds a
disc in S2 disjoint from the other Seifert circles.
Here we give a family of prime, special arborescent, special alternating knots
Ln that are known by geometric methods (for example by [1]) to have exactly
22n−1 distinct minimal genus Seifert surfaces up to ambient isotopy in the knot
complement. This count also follows from the classification of incompressible
surfaces in rational knot complements by Hatcher and Thurston ([3]) as the
knots given are also rational knots.
The knots Ln are a subset of those considered by Roberts. It therefore
follows that each knot Ln has exactly 2
2n−1 minimal genus Seifert surfaces up
to isotopy in S3.
Definition 2. For n ∈ N, build as follows a link Ln, a Seifert surface Rn for
Ln, and a planar graph Gn. Begin with Figure 1(a). Fill the boundary circle
on the right with Figure 1(b). If n 6= 1, repeat the following three steps (n− 1)
times. First fill each of the two boundary circles with Figure 2(a). Second, on
the mth step, fill the circle on the left with Figure 1(b) (2m) times. Thirdly,
on the mth step, fill the circle on the right with Figure 1(b) (2m + 1) times.
Finally, fill the remaining two circles with Figure 2(b).
For n ∈ N, the link Ln is special alternating, and Rn is minimal genus (by
[2] Theorem 4) with Euler characteristic 1 − 2n. By [5] Theorem 1, each Ln
is prime. Note that the graph Gn has 2n − 1 connected components, each of
which consists of two vertices joined by two edges. For the family of links Ln,
Theorem 1.3 of [1] gives the following.
1Thank you to Lawrence Roberts for pointing out this distinction in definition.
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Proposition 3. Let An be the set of ways of choosing one of the two edges of
each connected component of Gn. Then there is a bijection between An and the
set of ambient isotopy classes of minimal genus Seifert surfaces for Ln.
It remains only to establish the following.
Lemma 4. Each link Ln is a knot.
Proof. If Ln is a knot for some n ∈ N, then so is Ln+2. In addition, L1 and L2
are both knots.
Corollary 5. For n ∈ N, there is an oriented prime knot Ln in S
3 of genus n
that has 22n−1 distinct minimal genus Seifert surfaces, up to ambient isotopy in
S3.
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